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Abstract

Three extrinsic factors were manipulated In a problem solving task

performed by 80 ten year old children of I Q 90 - 110. The factors were:

the presence, or absence uf the name of the concept given in feedback,

specific instructions, and whether the dhild was allowed to verbalise.

The task was a modification of Vygotsky's experiment on concept formation

using concrete material. The performance criteria were:

solution, number of moves, and amount of verbalisation.

4 of the name of the concept given in feedbaCk speeded the

tire taken to

Ihe presence

tire to solution

and reduced the number of movea required. Specific instruction speeded

the solution but did not reduce the nuMber of moves; whereas verbalisation

reduced the number of moves but increased the time of solution.
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Introduction

Previous experimeltri in problem solving (reported in Simon and Newell

1971, BoUrne et'al 1971) have'eXanined,&number...0ndependeningUistic,

variables sudh as 4pontaneous verbalisation

verbal instructions. Little research has been done manipulating the

presence of the nom of the concept given in feedback to the sUbject

. as he is in the p=cess of solving the problem. Previous researdh bas

also concentred mainly on the time taken to solve the problem as being

the most important and meaningful performance criterion. The evidence

concerning,the Ofects of verbalisation is:Unclear aad at times,

contradictory; for example Gagntand Smith (1962) found thatverbal-

isation did not facilitate paoblem solving'when time tOtoMpletion.

was the criterion, but it did ensure a far greateracCuricy:

However, this last feature Aay more likely be a fUnCtion of the increaseda

time to solution. Marks (1951) found a high correlation (..03): between'

performanci. 'and verbalisation. Klein (1963) has shown that, non

verbalisation or 'soliliquising' Of young children.left

pxoblem solving task had different function's: either as:AWindication

of a regulatory mechanism or as an indicationOf'diffeientemotional,

states. Beaudichon and Belot (1971 1970) conSider tUt dependingon'-

the type of function that the Children's Verbalisation

experimenters to carry, it is possible to expedtmarginal facilitation

or impairment in solving,the problem against:time. :Haslerud:end MeyerS

(1958) cite a study by Hendrix (1947) which suggested the superiority

for transfer of 'not-verbalising'versus 'verbalising" by iubjects

-thenmelves in solving mathematical problems. Rosenbaum (1967) founcLthat

the performance in a maze problem solving tadk was impaired by forced

,verbalisation. Bruce(19. juggests that much verbalisation impairs

problem solving (mainly meadured in.time taken) because it is ,largely



irrelevant to the task confronting the subject. Furthermore,SoMe of

the inconststencies about the:role. of- verbalisationiin.prOblem solving

are due in part to the inadequate considerationviven to the

task variables.

The evidence concerning the:effects of specific instruCtions is confusingi

for example Ewart'and Lambert (1932) found 4 large difference between the

performance of groups who were given a verbally stated principle of

solution in the instructions and groups who were not. Corman (1957) failed

to find any significant difference in performance among grouns given

arious amounts of verbal instructions. This result is broadly suEported

by the findings of Gagne'and Smith (1962) .Alternatively, Haslerud and

Meyers (1958) actually found an eXperimentai sitUation where verbally

stated Eainciples of the solution of cryptograms when given in the

instructions, impaired the solution of new cryptograms.

Marks (1951) found that no significant effects were produced with subjects

who were given a typed list Of concept information. Katona (1940) has

shown that verbal instructions are much less effective than showing the

.subject by example.' f

Mandler (1967), Norman ;1970), and Posner' (1969) can be seen as offering

a reconciliation of these apparent inconsistencies of the effects of

different amounts Of instructions. It is that these inconsistencies may

be due to the subject being able to remember and/or process tertain types

OC instructions (or principles) more easily than others. In order that

the subject be able to utilise the concept information given him by the

experimenter, he must have processed it in some way. It has been debated

by Legrenzi (1971) for example, whether the subject utilises more

effectively his own discovered concepts or whether he benefits (in terms

of speed..of solution of:the. problem) from:being given information about

'



We theimer 1956) have thought that the main purpose of specific

in tructions represents a 'restructuring of the field', a 'reorganising

II

o the task', or 'seeing the problem in a new way'.

1

Previous experiments (Wason 1968, 1969) have established that it is

very difficult:to exanine the development of a subject's understanding

and use of a specified abstract Concept. Disjunctive concepts axe more

often used than conditional concepts (Wascn and Johnson-Laird 1972), so that

the subject tends to use incomplete concepts, or Concepts which are not

entirely understood, as steps towards a final solution. Wason and Shapiro

(1971) have shown that great difficulties with problem solving tasks exist

when abstract and not °concrete material is.used. It was therefore

decided to choose a problem in which concrete material was used.

Given the at times contradictory evidence concerning the effects of the

three experimental factors that were manipUlated the following predictions

formed the basis Of the investigation reported here:

1. The presence of the name of the ooncept given in feedbaCk to

the subject as he solved the problem would speed the time to

solution and reduce the nuMber of moves for two reasons.

The Child would be given a name around which to conceptualise;

and at the sane time as the child solved one group, he

would be able to start grouping other groups according to

their name.

2. The presence of specific instructions would be of no signigicant

advantage because ,the subject would not be able to use

concepts given to him externally so effectively as those he

was able to deeve for himself.

3. The ability to verbalise would impair the problem solving

because it was likely to be an irrelevant parallel process

(PurthA.975),..



.41.141;

The Present EXperiment

The present experiment is a modification of a classic experiment in

ooncept formation performed by Vygotsky in 1939 (reported in Vygotsky

1962). The purpose of Vygotsky's inveztigation was to see whether

the relational concepts of varying combinations of height and cross-

section which together were not normally coded in Russian, could be

discovered with the aid of the name of the concept being given in

feedback. Vygotsky did not compare the effects of the presence versus

the absence of the name of the concept. The children in Vygotsky's

experiment were able to use two 'ideal strategies': 'focusing' and

'scanning' in the solution of the problem set them (Boyle 1971, pp

107 - 109).

The purpose of the present experiment was to manipulate the following

factors: the presence of the name of the concept given in feedback,

specific vertflal instructions, whether the child was allowed to verbalise;

and the measures of performance were; time taken to solution, the

number of moves to solution, and the amount of verbalisation when allowed.

Experimental Desim

A three-factor independent subjects design was employed manipulating

three experimental parameters:

1. whether the naMe of the concept was given by a single word in

feedback to the child in the process of the task, (R..113..);

2. whether the two concepts defining each group viz: height and

cross-section were specificdlly referred to in the instructions,

3. whether external verbalisation by the dhild was permitted.

In this context, verbalisation was taken to be a free use of

language with no instructions to 'talk out' the solution tlf

(.1.1.2.)v



-Ref The'llame of:ConceptNo
in Feedback Verbalisation-

ALA absent absent absent

AlB absent ebsent present

A2A absent present
. Absent

A2B absent present .present

BlA present abseht absent

B1B present absent present

B2A present paesent absent

B2B present present present

As there was practically no sub-vocal speech as discussed by Flavell,

Beach and Chinsky (1966), verbalisaticn in this experiniant was defined

as oomprehensible speedh involving syntax and lexip; in this wey,

unstructured noises were excluded from the time measureMent:OfVekbalitatiOn..

Sub ects

The subjects were SO children (42 male and 38 female) at junior-schools:

aged between ten yenxs one month and ten years:eleven montht. The

choice of.the age-group of the children was determined by the findings

of Saltz et al. (1972) who suggested that the development of natural

language concepts had been largely achieved by ten to eleven Years of age.

Their I Qs were in the range 90 - 110 obtained on a Moray House Non-Verbal

test. The childfen were assigned randomly to eight experimental groups.

Each dhild volunteered to take part in the study, and was questioned to

ascertain that he or she had had no previous acquaintance with the

problem. No child was, in fact, excluded on those grounds,

Apparatus

'A<Oet of sixteen modified Vygotsky,blocks; four groups of four of TUR, CEV,

BEK, L. UHEFC2000'portable. tape-recorder :to recordthe.,duration of.

4externa1. veth1isatiSathai,1 i4viviirAv+1.;04.!:



-2K wa1

e.blocks,hadtobe grouped,acCordingto:the following

Large surface'area

:Small surface area

,Large surface area

MEL surface area

The following ,modifications to Vygotsky's 1939 experiment were made:
'

1. the number Of.blocks was reduced-to sixteet from VY4otsky's-

twenty-two in order:to:make:the task s:kmpler.

2. .the blocks weme all of the same colour,thus making, the task'

simpler and remOving 4 source ofpossible: variation.,

3. the words geed to code each group wSze:TOR CEV NEK and MEL.

These are alterations of the originalnOnsen6e words selected,'

by Vygotsky because some of hisobares wel: thought tollaVe

some signifibance to English children, such at ETK Or LAG.

Procedure

Eech child was given the problem separately in a quiet room. As:the

child sat at a tdble he was silOwn the sixteen bloCks in a random

arrangement an a flat table before him. The child waS.,asked to Choose

one block at random from all those' in front of him. 'E'rom then on the

instructions were according to which experimental group the:Child was lai

Group AlA "Here are lots of blocks. Will you finclall the

blocks that belong to the group of the,One:You haVe

there? You must not speak as you are doing this, or

ask me any questions'. You may startyhen I say now."

Group AlB The Same as for Group AlA, except:that for the

,.decond sentence.the followinqwas sObstituted:
,

"You May.talk"while you are doing this, but liou must



Group A2A "Hexe are lots of blocks of different shapes

sizes. Will you find all the blocks that belong

to the one group of the one you have there?

Remember, tall blocks only go With tall blocks and

big blocks only go with big blocks. You must not

speak 49 you are doing this or ask ne any questions.

You may start when I say now:1

Group A2B The sane as for group A2A,'except that for the

third sentence the following was substituted:

"You may talk while you are doing this, but you must

not ask me any questions."

Groups BlA, BlB, B2A, and B2B followed the same schetata except that

after the first sentence in eadh case the child was shown the underside

of the blodk he had selected and told: "This is a CEV (or whatever)."

The dhild was told "now" and timing was started. Evexy time the dhild

moved a blOok into a group this was scored on a Comptometer.'

If the child was in groups 4k4.) where the nanes of the concepts were

provided in the feedbadk, eadh time the dhild Made a wrong grouping

he was corrected in the following way as the interviewer turned the

block wrongly selected upside down to show the child the word on the base:

"No, that's wrong. This is a BEK and you axe lodking for a my,"

If the dhild was in groups (A.) Without the name of the concept given in

feedbadk, each time the dhild made a wrong grouping he was merely told:

"No, that's wrong. They are not in the same group."

. In eadh case, when the Child had selected the other three blodks of the

group, he was asked to Choose another single block and asked to find

the rest of the blodks in that group.
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When the dhild had:PUCCeSsfully grouiredthe sixteen blocks

stopped. For children where verkalisation

usecLto record the amount of verbalisation.

permitted, a*tapet:reCorderw

This-'was timed later...' Bowever,

the tape recorder was present at all 80 interviews.

Results
(Insert histograms, figures I and 'II)

A three Factor AnalYsia of Variande yielded the followinl reSults.:

The preSence Of the name of the concept given infeedback wiS

found to speed the time of solution OF = 47.23; df =-102;

reduce the number of Moves (F = 65.84; df = 1i72; p .001)

reduce the amount of verbalisation as a proportion of thetbtal time

taken. (F = 37.94; df = 1,36; p = .001),

The presence of specific instructions reduced the time taken (F = 41.79;

df = 472; p = .001), but dld not reduce the number of moves (F = 3.46;

df =-1,72; p = NS): it did however reduce the amount of verbalisation

as a proportion of the total time taken OF = 13.78; df = 1,36; p = .001).

The ability to verbalise produced a significant increase in the time

taken to solution (F = 6.21; df = 1,72; p = .05), but reduced the

number of moves (F = 5.35; df = 1,'2; p = .05).

There was no significant variation within groups for time (F .83;

df = 7,72; p = NS), for moves (F = .72; df = 7,72; p = NS) or paoportion

of verbalisation (f = 2.84; df = 3,36; p = NS).

There were no significant interaction effects.

Discussion

Mbst of the performance measures were reduced as increasing presence of

the experimental variables was introduded. There are, hoWever, some

exceptions to these general findings: both A28 and B2B. take lugger

than A2A and B2A tO sOlve. Both these differences are.shown to be'signifidan



different at- p

ofverbalilation,tends tcx'aCt aS.e "regulatory-mechanise as

suggests. These exceptions are, compatible With,the:annlytis,

Klein (1963)

of variance

results that suggest:thatthere is-, an increepe in the time takentoscaVe:.

the probleetwhen verbalisation is permitted. This result is'competible.

with the. findings.of Gagne & Smith (1962). In comparing:the.effect-of

verbalisation, the nuMber of moves taken to reach a correct solution,is

found to increase from condition 32A to 82B. This is not a significant

difference and can be accounted for by possible sample variation.

The presence of the name of the concept given in feedback produces a

significant reduction in the time taken and in the nUMber of,moves

required for solution, as well as a reduction in the Amount of verbalisation.

This can be explained by consideringthe situation When the ch1.3d is

given the name of the concept and when he is not. :In the former the:

Child is able to use both "scanning" and "focussing strategies", whereas

in the latter he is only able to use a "scanning strategy" .(Boyle 1971).

Furthermore, by being given:the name of the concept in' feedback the

child is Able to carry out,simultaneously the matchinsuof at least one

more group,.as he picks up one block after another, and-is given the

concept name.

The presence c,f specific instructions produaed no significant reduction

in the number of moves taken, but didproduce a significant reduction

in the time taken. This is possibly because specific instruction's facilitate

the speed of coding of the concept information Whilst leaving the

number of moves required unaffected. This appears tO clear up some of

the confusion between the werk.of such people as Swart and Lambert (1932)4

Cormea (1967), andiaslerud and .14WyersA1958) who 'disagree about the



The facility of children to verbalisej)roduced a significant drop in

the nuMber of moves required for solution, but produceca significant

increase in the time taken to solve the pxobleah In:this situation

the child is thought to be "talking out the.pxoblem" by making hypothetical

"txial and error" moves without actually making them. This wat very

noticeable in the experiments when children often hesitated with their

hand above a block and dtscussed with themselves'whether or not they

should pick it U. Often they didl not, but rather picked up another

block.

When verbalisation is permitted, there is a significant reduction in the

actual amount of verbalisation between conditions of the presence of the

name of the concept given in information or the absence, and conditions

of the presence of specific instructions. This can be explained by

considering that the presence of verbal information in the specific
41,

instructions appears to make some of the child's verbalisation unnecessary.

14



Table 1

Correlations between the number of moves and

time taken for eadh dhild

Condition Correlation 1? Value

ALA +.S, .001

A113 0 N.Sig.

A2A. +.63 .01-

A213 +.39 .05'

---41A +.71 .01

BIS +.43 .05

132h +.53 .05

B23 -.62 .01

15



The reasons for this are el.ther that soms.ofth s preliminary

concept formation has been done for

instructions removes some of the'possible groupingS.H In this respect,the,

reauits are at variance:with those'of Legrezi (1971)4 who:found that.:

sUbjects who discovered their Own rules:osolutiOn performed better.:

than OlOse,who were giVen rules of:solution. This-'difference can be

reconciled becayse he-did'notemploy a problemin which the name of the
,

concept was given in feedhaCk throughout the whole procedd of_Solu0.on.

The absence of any significant interactions proves thatthe three

factors are truly independent factors-and that their effect will be felt

individually even when combined with the othar remaining factor# for.

time or numbers of moves for solution.

The correlation coefficients (Table, 1) for the ten children within each

condition yielded results consistent With the previous findings. In all

the groups where verbalisation is not allowed, significantly positive

correlations.are obtained. This is not particir surpriiing as it

would be expected that the more time that a child took, the more moves he

would make and vice-versa.

However, in the group where verbalisation is permitted, significant

negative, zero, or insignificant positive correlations are obtained. In

condition B2B there is a significant negative correlation'. This can

be explained by considering the fact that the Child is "talking out the

problem" rather than "moving out the prOblem". Again this is consiitent

with data on the presence of verbalisation.

This can be explained by assuming that the time taken'is relatively

independent of the number of raves made:and viceversa. These results

ltre consistentwith::thOie frOm theanalysis of variance forthe presence

in tire and:a significant

. ,

to SOlutiOn:'



The results from the three analyies of variance Support the notion

of eMploying more than one performance measure, in that.previously

oanflicting research findings can be reconciled.
.

The investigation has found that the presence of the name of the concept

given in feedback is of importance in facilitating problem solving

involving abstract concept Cormation. It has also been shown that specific

instructions can speed the solution of the problem; and that to permit

verbalisation can help to reduce the number of moves necessary in

problem solving.
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